COLUMNAR  FASTIGIATE  BROAD-DOMED  NARROW-DOMED  CONICAL

STANDARD  BRANCHES  BRANCHES  BRANCHES  PENDULOUS
 VASE-SHAPED  HORIZONTAL  ASCENDING

TREES
SHAPES

EXCURRENT
Main axis dominant and
clearly defined throughout

SHRUB-LIKE

DELIQUESCENT
Main axis soon lost
amongst the branches
form description. Combinations of cambium, size dimensions, type of vascular bundle, and soil, and environmental conditions are significant in the plant's appearance. Planting and growing are critical factors.

A representation of forms of trees and shrubs.

**Tree and Shrub Outline Forms**

- **Upright cane-like**
- **Prostrate**
- **Columnar**
- **Weeping/pendulous**
- **Bun**
- **Horizontal**
- **Narrow**
- **Broad**
- **Conical**
- **Domed**